
Terms & Conditions 
(The Stuff I Need To Know Before I Submit My Resource)

I am submitting my own original resource.

Yes, It’s my resource, it’s my stuff, I created it and I am submitting it. I didn’t steal it or 
“borrow it” or otherwise obtain it in an illegal fashion. 

I accept full responsibility for the legitimacy of my content.

If for some reason you use a picture, quote or anything that anyone other than yourself 
created and use it without their permission you are responsible, not us. You also agree 
that if the original owner of the content you decided to use without their permission 
decides to hire someone to represent them legally, you are solely responsible, not us.

If we receive a question about your resource from someone in the legal field we will 
refer them directly to you. By accepting these terms and conditions you are accepting 
responsibility for the originality of your content or you have obtained the ideas both 
written and in picture form, in a legal way or you have correctly cited quotes you have 
used or given proper credit to others for their work. You can see the correct way of citing 
at The Chicago Manual of Style.

In other words, please don’t steal someone else's stuff and call it your own.

I understand the whole money thing.

Occasionally people get passionate when money exchanges hands. So, with that in 
mind. Here is a brief explanation of the “whole money thing.” 

I understand the 50/50 split. If my resource(s) sell(s) I understand that I will receive 50% 
of the selling price and 50% of the selling price will go to Empowered Living Foundation. 
I also understand that if my resource(s) sell(s) I will be paid quarterly on whatever 
resource(s) have sold. Quarterly is defined as January 1st, April 1st, July 1st and 
October 1st.

http://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org/tools_citationguide.html

